Chapter 4
Existing Conditions and
Needs Assesment

The Woodlands Township Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan

4.0 Introduction
The Woodlands Township is a community committed to
outdoor amenities, such as parks and pathways, which
4.0 Introduction
is evident in the more than 140 parks and 215 miles of
4.1 Need for Pedestrian & Bicycle Facilities
pathways that currently exist in the community. The
Woodlands is known regionally for its unique amenities
4.2 Existing Mode Share
and is sought after by residents who value these
4.3 Definition of Pedestrian and Bicycle
features. The Woodlands Township has an area of over
Facility Types
43 square miles, of which the majority is located in
Montgomery County and a small portion in Harris
4.4 Pedestrian Obstacles Township-wide
County. Major employers in The Woodlands include
4.5 Bicyclist Obstacles Township-wide
ExxonMobil, Anadarko Petroleum, Hewitt Associates,
4.6 Existing Pedestrian & Bicycle Facilities
Memorial Hermann: The Woodlands Hospital, and Lone
Star College; however, over 60% of workers are
4.7 Shoulder Bikeways
employed outside of The Woodlands (American
4.8 Bicycle Compatibility Index
Community Survey, 2014). With a population close to
115,000 persons, The Woodlands continues to attract
residents with its vast oﬀering of amenities. The Woodlands has a relatively high median household income of
$108,000, compared to $45,000 for the City of Houston. The average household size is 2.7 persons, with over 40% of
households including children. The median age is 39, and with only ﬁfteen percent of the population over the age of
65, this indicates that planning for future senior care, housing, and mobility should not be overlooked.

4.1 Need for Pedestrian & Bicycle Facilities
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities are vital components of a community. In
order to continue to improve mobility in the area, it is necessary to
integrate bicycling and walking networks into the overall transportation
network. While the number of existing pathways is vast, by employing a
Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan to improve safety and connectivity,
those pathways will become more utilized not only as recreational

FOOT NOTE
Cycling was one of the nine
original sports in the
modern Olympic Games.
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amenities, but also as utilitarian
facilities.
Not only are pedestrian and bicycle
facilities necessary segments of a
transportation network, they also
provide health and environmental
beneﬁts to the public. All users,
regardless of age, skill level, or
disability, should have access to a
well-connected transportation
network that they feel safe and
comfortable using. As communities
grow and become more populated, it
is essential to approach
transportation issues from a
multi-modal standpoint.

4.2 Existing Mode Share
The American Community Survey
(ACS) is a statistical survey conducted
by the United State Census Bureau
that samples a portion of the
population every year. Data on

commuting patterns, such as mode
of travel and travel time to work, are
included in the survey. This data
shows that in The Woodlands, there
has been a steady increase in the
percentage of workers walking to
work; however, there has been a
decline in the percentage of workers
using bicycles as their commuting
mode of travel. The nationwide
average walking commute mode
share was 2.8% in 2014, remaining
the same since 2010, while the
bicycling commute mode was 0.6% in
2014, up from 0.5% in 2010.

employers, such as ExxonMobil,
Anadarko, Lone Star College System,
Chevron, and Memorial Hermann,
most of which have been identiﬁed
through public comment as a
destination that residents would like
to be able to reach via safe bicycling
or walking facilities.

In addition to data on travel mode,
the ACS also collects information on
the time it takes to travel to work. As
seen in Figure 4.2, since 2009, there
have consistently been
approximately 50% of The
Woodlands residents that travel 24
minutes or less to work. Within this
driving time, there are several major
Figure 4.1 Cyclists explore the existing pathway system

Figure 4.2: The Woodlands Travel Time to Work, 2009 - 2014
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2010

2011

10 to 14 Minutes

2012

2013

15 to 19 Minutes

2014

20 to 24 Minutes

Source: American Community Survey, 2014

4.3 Deﬁnition of
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Facility Types
In order to accurately communicate
the Plan’s vision, it is necessary to
deﬁne the various pathway and
bikeway facility types and
appropriate uses for these facilities.

4.3.1 Pedestrian Facility Types
The following types of pedestrian
facilities are recognized by AASHTO
and Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT).

Sidewalks

Sidewalks create a deﬁnitive
separation of pedestrians and
motorists along roadways.
Sidewalks should have a hard,
smooth surface, such as concrete
and should be unobstructed by
vegetation, sign posts, utility poles,
or other objects. A buﬀer space is
desirable to increase pedestrian
comfort, particularly along roadways
with high volume or vehicular speed.
As noted by TxDOT, the sidewalk
width should be commensurate with
the volume and type of pedestrian
traﬃc expected to use the facility.
Sidewalks must comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
standards.

Shared-Use Paths

Shared-use paths are typically wider
than a sidewalk and attract a wider
variety of users than a sidewalk, such
as pedestrians, bicyclist, joggers, and
skaters. Like sidewalks, shared-use
paths must meet ADA standards and
are usually paved.

4.3.2 Bicycle Facility Types
TxDOT encourages consistency in the
terminology used to describe bicycle
facilities and suggests the use of
nationally recognized terminology
and deﬁnitions for agencies
statewide. The following bicycle
facility types are recognized by
AASHTO and TxDOT.

Shared Roadway/Signed Shared
Roadway

Shared roadways are “open to both
bicycle and motor vehicle travel,”
according to AASHTO, 2012. A shared
roadway is oﬃcially designated and
marked as a bicycle route, but motor
vehicles may also share the same
travel lane. Shared roadways do not
have a designated bike lane,
therefore, the most suitable
roadways for this type of facility have
low vehicular speed and low traﬃc
volumes. This type of bikeway is the
most common and is intended to
serve as a connection for other
bicycle facilities or create a route
through a community.

Bike Lane

A bike lane is a designated portion of
the roadway that is a separate
striped lane which is intended for
exclusive use by bicyclists. Bike lanes
are intended for one way use in the
same direction as adjacent traﬃc,
unless speciﬁcally noted in pavement
markings or signage. The most
suitable setting for bike lanes is along
major collectors with high traﬃc
speed and volume, which requires
separation of bicyclists and
motorists.

Shared-Use Path

Shared-use paths are physically
separated from the vehicle travel
lanes by use of a buﬀer space, much
like a sidewalk, but are intended for
a wide variety of users including
walkers, joggers, skaters, and
bicyclists. Shared-use paths are
typically two-way and may be
striped for separation of directions.
They are usually wider than an
average sidewalk and may be paved
or unpaved.

Shoulder Bikeway

Shoulders which are paved and are
wide enough to accommodate
bicyclists are often used in lieu of
bicyclists sharing the roadway with
vehicles. Shoulders that are six or
more feet wide are considered
adequately sized to accommodate
bicyclists. Shoulder Bikeways may
also include signage that alerts
motorists to expect bicyclists in the
shoulder along a roadway.

Cycle Track

Cycle tracks are physically separated
from both motor vehicles as well as
pedestrians. A cycle track is typically
located adjacent to the roadway,
much like a bike lane; however, the
track may be two-way and has a
buﬀer other than a painted stripe,
such as a raised curb or pylons.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of Bicycle Facility Types

Shared Roadway/Signed Shared Roadway

Bike Lane

This type of roadway
allows both vehicles and
bicycles to travel in the
same lane, typically the
outside lane, and is best
for low volume and low
speed roads.

Bike Lanes are a designated
portion of the roadway
exclusively for bicycle use
and can be separated by
striping or pylon barriers.

Shared-Used Path

Shoulder Bikeway

Shared-Use Paths are
physically separated from
vehicle travel lanes by a
buﬀer space and are
intended for a wide variety
of users.

Shoulder Bikeways are
paved and wide enough to
comfortably accommodate
bicyclists, typically six feet
or wider, and are separated
by striping.

Cycle Track

Cycle tracks are physically
separated from vehicle
and pedestrian traﬃc,
much like a bike lane, but
can be two-way and have a
buﬀer other than a painted stripe, such as a raised
curb or pylon.
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4.4 Pedestrian Obstacles Township-wide
Throughout The Woodlands, the following obstacles create barriers for pedestrians.

Connectivity

Connections across major man-made or natural barriers were a common theme among the comments received by the
Steering Committee, Public Meeting, and online questionnaire. The major barriers identiﬁed were Spring Creek and
Interstate Highway 45.

Safety

The curvature of the pathways in the community, while noted as a positive feature
for aesthetics, was identiﬁed as a safety concern when bicyclists and walkers must
share the path. As seen in Figure 4.4, the meandering sidewalks have severe angles
in some locations, make it diﬃcult and, at times, unsafe, for bicyclists and
pedestrians to both use the shared use path. Heavy vegetation that leads to
pathway access issues and sight distance visibility issues was also a common
concern. Lack of pathway lighting and crossing major intersections were also
mentioned repeatedly by residents. Another community-wide issue is having a safe
traﬃc control plan that includes a safe plan for pedestrians when the pathways are
blocked during construction.

Lack of Facility

Figure 4.4: Meandering Shared Use Path along
Research Forest Drive near Bear Branch Park

Signs to educate facility users on trail routes are desired. Other features that were identiﬁed as desirable for the
community include: emergency call boxes, trash receptacles, dog waste stations, and additional types of surfaces to jog
on, such as crushed granite. Another element that was mentioned several times in the questionnaire comments is a
desire for a greenway trail system that could possibly connect parks and sports facilities, such as Alden Bridge Sports
Park. George Mitchell Preserve was identiﬁed as a location where residents would like more pathways, which could
serve as an east-west connection for the community. There was also interest from the respondents to develop a
mapped wayﬁnding system indicating current location, route options, and distances along the pathways through
signage, Quick Response (QR) codes, or a smart phone application.

Crossings

As expected, the most commonly identiﬁed issues for crossing roadways are located at the major intersections
throughout the community. In addition to major intersections being diﬃcult to navigate, residents also identiﬁed major
trip attractors as being diﬃcult to access due to lack of comfortable crossing facilities. An existing facility that was
mentioned as something the community would like more of is the pedestrian bridge at Grogan’s Mill Road at Sawmill
Road. Grade separation as a solution for major intersection crossings was cited throughout the comments received by
the community. In addition to crossings at intersections, there are pathways that frequently change sides of the road
throughout the community, causing the user to cross major roadways unnecessarily.

Intersections

Pedestrian push buttons located in the islands of channelized right turn lanes are uncomfortable for pedestrians to
reach due to the fact that they must ﬁrst cross the channelized right turn lane where drivers are primarily concerned
with yielding to vehicles and are not yielding to pedestrians and cyclists. Having continuous pathways on both sides of
the intersection would improve safety for all roadway users. There are several examples of the crosswalks and sidewalk
location forcing users to cross major roads twice when it would be possible to extend the sidewalks and crosswalks and
be able to cross just once. Another concern is sight distance problems, such as low hanging branches and
neighborhood signs at intersections.
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4.5 Bicyclist Obstacles Township-wide
Throughout The Woodlands, the following problems create issues for bicyclists.

Connectivity

Connections across major man-made or natural barriers were a common theme among the comments received. The
major barriers identiﬁed were Spring Creek and Interstate Highway 45. It was noted that even when bicycle facilities are
present along roadways, bicyclists are forced to merge with vehicles in order to enter businesses via driveway
entrances. Lack of connectivity to regional bike facilities and areas outside of The Woodlands was also identiﬁed.

Safety

The curvature of the pathways in the community, while noted as a positive feature for aesthetics, was identiﬁed as a
safety concern when bicyclists and walkers must share the path. Heavy vegetation that leads to pathway access issues
and sight distance visibility issues was also a common concern. An issue that was mentioned regularly is that there are
curb bulb outs that obstruct the shoulders used by bicyclists, forcing them to merge into vehicle travel lanes. In addition
to the physical safety issues is the major problem of driver and bicyclist behavior, education, and awareness. A dilemma
exists that motorists do not want bicyclists on the vehicular roadways because it causes them to slow down, and
pedestrians do not want bicyclists on the sidewalks because they feel unsafe when bicyclists travel at higher speeds. A
clear deﬁnition of which facilities are to be used and shared by which users is needed.

Lack of Facility

Signs and pavement markings to educate facility users on roadway designations, such as “Bike Route”, “Share the Road”,
sharrows, or bike lanes were mentioned as potential tools to reduce the misconception that cyclists are not to use
roadways. An item frequently mentioned in the comments is the lack of shoulders. Bicyclists in the questionnaire
repeatedly mentioned several roadways in particular that either do not have shoulders, had the shoulders removed, or
have shoulders that are in disrepair and dangerous for bicycle use.
Another element that was mentioned several times in the questionnaire responses is a desire for a greenway trail
system that could possibly connect parks and sports facilities, such as Alden Bridge Sports Park. George Mitchell
Preserve was identiﬁed as a location where residents would like more pathways, which could serve as an east-west
connection for the community. There was also interest from the respondents to develop a mapped wayﬁnding system
indicating current location, route options, and distances along the pathways. Several comments indicated confusion as
to why there were only intermittent pedestrian and bicycle facilities along Woodlands Parkway, perhaps the single most
important thoroughfare in the community. Other features that were identiﬁed as desirable for the bicyclists in the
community include: emergency call boxes, end of trip bicycle facilities, restrooms, lighting, water/bottle ﬁll facilities, air
pump/bike repair stations, and trash receptacles.

Crossings

As expected, the most commonly identiﬁed issues for crossing roadways are located at the major intersections
throughout the community. In addition to major intersections being diﬃcult to navigate, residents also identiﬁed major
trip attractors as being diﬃcult to access due to lack of accessibility by bicyclists. An existing facility that was mentioned
as something the community would like more of is the pedestrian bridge at Grogan’s Mill Road at Sawmill Road. Grade
separation as a solution for major intersection crossings was cited throughout the comments. In addition to crossing at
intersections, it is evident from the responses that the pathways frequently change sides of the road, causing the user
to cross major roadways unnecessarily.
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Intersections

One of the most common intersection-speciﬁc complaints received was that at many intersections and neighborhood
entrances, the curb bulb outs abruptly cut oﬀ the shoulder, which forces bicyclists into vehicular traﬃc. It was also noted
that vehicles are not stopping at the stop bar, which blocks the path for cyclists, making navigation of the
intersection more diﬃcult. Another concern is sight distance problems experienced by cyclists, such as low hanging
branches and neighborhood signs.

Figure 4.5: Examples of Pedestrian and Bicycle Obstacles

Connectivity

Safety

This is an example within
The Township where a
shoulder is provided but it
doesn’t connect to other
amenities or pathways.

This signal crossing should
be further back, closer to
where the pathway exits.

Lack of Facility

Crossings

This is an example where
no shoulder or point of
refuge is provided.

This is an example of how
crossings can be diﬃcult for
pedestrians to navigate.

Intersections

Well lit intersections with
adequate crossings are
integral to a successful
pedestrian and bicycle
system.
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4.6 Existing Pedestrian & Bicycle Facilities

The following section reviews the existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities by Village.

Alden Bridge

Throughout the Village of Alden Bridge, there are no existing
sidewalks along local streets; however, The Woodlands shared use
path system extends throughout the Village along several major
roadways. Along Alden Bridge Drive the shared use path forces users
to cross the roadway as the path changes sides, at Branch Crossing,
for example. There are several Hike & Bike Trail warning signs along the path, which connects residences to schools,
churches, The Woodlands Country Club, and grocery and retail stores. In Alden Bridge Village, State Highway 242 has a
wide striped shoulder that could be used for biking; however, the roadway speed limit is 55 mph and the shoulder is
taken in for turn bays at some locations. The path extends the entire length of Kuykendahl Road, with one forced
crossing where the path changes from the east to the west side of the roadway. Green Bridge Drive also has the shared
use path along one side except for the segment from Summerhaze Circle to State Highway 242. Research Forest Drive
has existing shoulders that could be used for biking, however, these are interrupted by turning bays and curb bulb outs
at intersections and driveways. The shared use pathway extends the majority of the length of Research Parkway located
in Alden Bridge, but is missing from Branch Crossing to FM 2978.
The Village of Cochran’s Crossing does not have sidewalks along local
streets. There are, however, pathways along some of the major
corridors throughout the Village. There are wide shoulders along
Kuykendahl Road, but there are bulb out issues, as seen in Figure 4.6,
throughout the roadway in addition to shoulders taken in by turn bays
in some locations. The shared use path follows Research Forest Drive
along the entire segment within Cochran’s Crossing. In addition to the shared use path, there are shoulders along part of
Research Forest Drive, but they were removed to widen the roadway on part of the segment in Cochran’s Crossing. In
segments of Research Forest Drive with shoulders, the bulb out issues force bicycle users into vehicular lanes, as seen in
Figure 4.7. Woodlands Parkway does not have adjacent pedestrian or bicycle facilities of any kind in Cochran’s Crossing.
The shared use path follows Lake Woodlands Drive along the entire segment within Cochran’s Crossing. In addition to
the shared use path, there are wide shoulders along Lake Woodlands Drive, however, there are curb bulb out issues
intermittently. Along Cochran’s Crossing Drive, the shared use path exists, but forces a crossing at Golden Sage Drive.
There is an existing separated shared use bridge parallel to the Cochran’s Crossing Drive bridge.

Cochran’s Crossing

Figure 4.6: Example of bulb out issue, interrupting bicycle
use along shoulder of Research Forest Drive near
Bear Branch Park
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Figure 4.7: Bicyclist forced to use vehicular lanes due to
bulb out issue in shoulder & curvature of shared use path

Some areas of the Village of College Park have pathways that connect
to its neighborhood park. The existence of shared use paths is
minimal. Along Blair Bridge Drive and Harper’s Landing, there is a
shared use path for a short distance. State Highway 242 has wide
shoulders that could be used for biking, but the speed limit of 55 mph
is a deterrent. Additionally, there is not a feasible route for bicyclists to use in order to cross Interstate Highway 45 to
access the majority of The Woodlands.

College Park

Figure 4.8: Facing east on College Park Drive toward
Interstate Highway 45 in College Park

Figure 4.9: Facing west on Texas State Highway 242 toward
Interstate Highway 45 in College Park

In the Village of Creekside Park along Kuykendahl Road, there are
intermittent shoulders that are wide enough for use by bicyclists, but
there is no continuous route without merging into vehicular traﬃc
lanes. The shared use path follows Creekside Green Drive and
Creekside Forest Drive throughout their entirety, creating a loop
around Taylor Pond, and providing access to schools, parks, the YMCA, and an aquatic center. Gosling Road provides the
only bicycle access to the northern areas of The Woodlands. The shared use path along Gosling Road continues as a
separate path across the bridge to cross Spring Creek, as seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.

Creekside Park

Figure 4.10: Separated shared use path adjacent to
vehicular lanes of Gosling Road Bridge

Figure 4.11: Bicyclists take advantage of comfortably
separated shared use path over Spring Creek on Gosling Road
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The local streets within the Village of Grogan’s Mill do not have
sidewalk facilities. Within the limits of the Village of Grogan’s Mill, a
shared use path runs alongside Grogan’s Mill Road from Woodlands
Parkway to South Millbend Drive. South of the terminus of the shared
use path, there are shoulders that could be used for riding a bicycle;
however, like other shoulder facilities, at intersections there are curb bulb
out and turn bay issues. The small segment of Woodlands Parkway within
the Village of Grogan’s Mill is equipped with a shared use path. Sawdust
Road has sidewalks sporadically throughout the segment within Grogan’s
Mill; however, the fact that the sidewalks are narrow and at back of curb
along a seven lane roadway make them unappealing for pedestrians. North
and South Millbend Drive have a shared use path that extends the full length
of the roadway. There is an existing pedestrian bridge, Figure 4.12, north of
the intersection of Grogan’s Mill Road and Sawmill Road. There has been
some debate over the use of and aesthetics of the bridge, being somewhat
out of context for the area. There are several community facilities near the
Figure 4.12: Grade Separated Pedestrian & Bicycle Facility
pedestrian bridge including schools, parks, pools, and churches.
North of Grogan's Mill Road at Sawmill Road

Grogan’s Mill

In the Village of Indian Springs, the local streets do not have
sidewalks. Within the Village of Indian Springs, Flintridge Drive,
Gosling Road, Falconwing Drive, and Kuykendahl Road have a shared
use path along the roadway. In addition to a shared use path, Gosling
Road and Kuykendahl Road have some segments of shoulder that
could be used by bicyclists. Along Woodlands Parkway, there are wide shoulders that could be used by bicyclists, but
they are frequently interrupted by curb bulb outs and turn bays at intersections and driveways.

Indian Springs

Panther Creek

In the Village of Panther Creek, there is a small segment of Woodlands Parkway with a shared use path alongside the roadway. For the
entire segment of the roadway in the Village of Panther Creek, Lake
Woodlands Drive has a
shared use path. In
addition to a shared use path, Lake Woodlands Drive also has shoulders wide
enough to accommodate bicyclists. There is a shared use path along Gosling
Road, although there is a forced crossing when the path changes sides of the
roadway. Additionally, the shared use path uses the same bridge as vehicles,
although there is a raised barrier separating the path from vehicular traﬃc.
There are shared use path facilities along Panther Creek Drive, which forms a
loop throughout the Village. There is a pedestrian and bicycle underpass
west of East Panther Creek Drive, shown in Figure 4.13, that provides a
valuable connection to the central areas of the Village.

Figure 4.13: Grade Separated Pedestrian & Bicycle Facility
Under Woodlands Parkway West of E. Panther Creek Drive
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Research Forest

Research Forest is primarily oﬃce, retail, and restaurants; therefore, it
is imperative to have pedestrian and bicycle facilities that connect
these amenities. Both major roads through the area, Gosling Road and
Research Forest Drive, have shared use trails throughout Research
Forest. In order to maintain connectivity to Town Center and Hughes
Landing, there are bicycle and pedestrian pathways on both the Research Forest Drive and Lake Woodlands Drive
bridges over Lake Woodlands. While it is possible to reach the majority of businesses via a shared use path, the
driveways and internal areas, such as parking lots and circulation roads, are not equipped with bicycle and
pedestrian facilities.

Sterling Ridge

Like the vast majority of local streets in The Woodlands, the Village of
Sterling Ridge does not have sidewalks along local roads. There is an
existing shared use path along Terramont Drive and Branch Crossing
Drive, which forms a loop throughout the Village of Sterling Ridge.
Both roadways additionally have some segments with shoulders wide
enough to accommodate bicyclists. Sterling Ridge Drive also has a shared use path along its entirety with wide shoulders
in some segments that are suitable to bicycle use. Throughout the Village of Sterling Ridge, Woodlands Parkway has
shoulders that could be used by bicyclists, but the presence of curb bulb outs at driveways and intersections makes their
use challenging. There is also a shared use path along Woodlands Parkway for a portion of the roadway in the Village.

Town Center

In the Village of Town
Center, there is a shared
use path along Research
Forest Drive; however, it
does not fully extend to
Interstate Highway 45, which creates a connectivity issue to the area of The
Woodlands located on the east side of IH 45. Lake Woodlands Drive also has a
shared use path; however, it does not continue throughout the roadway in
the Village of Town Center. Woodlands Parkway does not have any pedestrian
or bicycle facilities within Town Center. Six Pines Drive and Grogan’s Mill Road
both have a shared use path, although neither extend throughout the length
of the roadway in Town Center.

Figure 4.14: Market Street in Town Center
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4.7 Shoulder Bikeways

Alden Bridge
Research Forest Drive
Green Bridge Drive
Kuykendahl Road
SH 242
Alden Bridge Drive
Cochran’s Crossing
Kuykendahl Road
Research Forest Drive
Woodlands Parkway
Lake Woodlands Drive
Cochran’s Crossing Drive
College Park
SH 242
Blair Bridge Drive
Creekside Park
Creekside Green Drive
Creekside Forest Drive
Kuykendahl Road
Huﬀsmith Road
Gosling Road
Grogan’s Mill
Grogan’s Mill Road
Woodlands Parkway
Sawdust Road
Millbend Drive
Indian Springs
Flintridge Drive
Woodlands Parkway
Gosling Road
Falconwing Drive
Kuykendahl Road
Panther Creek
Woodlands Parkway
Lake Woodlands Drive
Panther Creek Drive
Gosling Road
Research Forest
Research Forest Drive
Gosling Road
Sterling Ridge
Woodlands Parkway
Branch Crossing Drive
Sterling Ridge Drive
Terramont Drive
Town Center
Grogan’s Mill Road
Lake Woodlands Drive
Woodlands Parkway
Six Pines Drive
Research Forest Drive

Cycle Track

Shoulder
Bikeway

Bike Lane

Shared
Roadway

Shared-Use
Path

Sidewalks

Table 4.1: Summary Table by Village

A major issue identiﬁed by the
questionnaire respondents, as well as some
of the stakeholders, is the diminished ability
to use shoulders as bikeways throughout
The Woodlands, as shown in Figure 4.15.
Shoulders that are six or more feet wide are
considered of adequate size to be used as a
shoulder bikeway. There are several
locations along main corridors that are up to
this standard or could be widened for this
purpose. However, there are approximately
400-500 curb bulb out locations along these
thoroughfares in The Woodlands, which
create unsafe conditions for both motorists
and bicyclists. If using the shoulder as a
bikeway, upon encountering a curb bulb
out, the cyclist must enter the vehicular
travel lane. If the cyclist is not familiar with
the bulb out issue, the conﬂict with the
barrier can be sudden and force the cyclist
to react quickly.
In addition to the curb bulb outs, there are
wide gaps between the shoulder and vehicle
travel lane pavement that are severe
enough to be an issue for bicycle tires to
become lodged in the gap when crossing.
One of the stakeholder groups has created a
prioritized list of locations which will have
the greatest impact on the ability of cyclists
to use the shoulders as a suitable bikeway.

Present in Village
Present on roadway, but not throughout
Present on roadway throughout Village
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Figure 4.15: This Shoulder Bikeway abruptly stops forcing
cyclists to merge with vehicle traﬃc.

4.8 Bicycle Compatibility Index
In order to quantify the existing conditions in a meaningful way, the Bicycle Compatibility Index (BCI), a Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) endorsed tool, was used to help determine what facilities would be most suitable for pedestrian
and bicycle improvements. The BCI is a modeling tool that can be used to evaluate the capability of speciﬁc roadways to
accommodate both motorists and bicyclists. It is used to predict bicyclists’ perceptions of a speciﬁc roadway
environment and determine the level of bicycle compatibility that exists on roadways. The BCI methodology was
developed for urban and suburban roadway segments and is not intended to be utilized at intersections. It incorporates
those variables that bicyclists typically use to assess the bicycle friendliness of a roadway.

Figure 4.16: Eight Signiﬁcant Variables of the Bicycle Compatibility Index

Variable 1
The presence
of a bicycle
lane or paved
shoulder (BL)

Variable 2
Bicycle lane or
paved shoulder
width (BLW)

Variable 3
Curb lane
width (CLW)

Variable 4
Curb lane
volume (CLV)

Variable 5
Other lane
volume (OLV)

Variable 6
85th percentile
speed of traﬃc
(SPD)

Variable 7
Presence of a
parking lane
(PKG)

Variable 8
Type of
roadside
development
(AREA)

The BCI predicts the overall comfort level rating of a bicyclist using eight signiﬁcant variables, as seen in Figure 4.16, and
an adjustment factor to account for three additional operational characteristics. The model produces a number that
generally ranges from 1.0 to 6.0. A lower number indicates the roadway segment is extremely comfortable for the
average adult bicyclist and a higher number indicates the roadway segment is extremely uncomfortable for the average
adult bicyclist. The average adult bicyclist is someone who prefers provisions such as bike lanes, paved shoulders,
low-speed roadways, or shared use paths. The model is a reliable predictor of the expected comfort level of bicyclists on
the basis of these eight variables describing the geometric and operational conditions of the roadway. The variable with
the largest eﬀect on the index is the presence or absence of a bicycle lane or paved shoulder (BL). The presence of a
bicycle lane or paved shoulder that is at least three feet wide reduces the index by almost a full point, indicating an
increased level of comfort for the bicyclist. Other variables that reduce the index and increase the level of comfort for
the bicyclist include increasing the width of the bicycle lane or paved shoulder (BLW), increasing the width of the curb
lane (CLW) and the presence of residential development along the roadside. Variables that increase the index and
reduce the level of comfort for a bicyclist include an increase in traﬃc volume (CLV and OLV), an increase is speed (SPD),
presence of on-street parking (PKG) and the presence of any of the adjustment factors. The deﬁnition of Level of Service
(LOS) is founded on the concept of user’s perceptions of qualitative measures that characterize the operational
conditions of the roadway. LOS designations for the BCI were established for LOS A through LOS F and are shown in
Table 4.2. LOS A indicates that a roadway is extremely comfortable for the average adult bicyclist while LOS F indicates
that a roadway is extremely uncomfortable for the average adult bicyclist.
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The American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Oﬃcials categorizes bicyclists into two groups of riders, Casual/Less Conﬁdent Riders and Experienced/ Conﬁdent Riders.
Casual recreational bicyclists are generally less comfortable
than experienced recreational or experienced commuter
bicyclists. Where casual bicyclists are the target user, the
facility should always be designed at LOS C or better.

Table 4.2: Level of Service, Bicycle Compatibility
Index, and Compatibility Level Ranges
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

BCI Range
≤ 1.5
1.51 - 2.30
2.31 - 3.40
3.41 - 4.40
4.41 - 5.30
> 5.30

Compatibility Level1
Extremely High
Very High
Moderately High
Moderately Low
Very Low
Extremely Low

1Qualiﬁers for compatibility level pertain to the average adult bicyclist.

The BCI can be used to determine the bicycle Level of Service on diﬀerent segments of roadway and can be used to:
• indicate the LOS that a bicycle can expect on a roadway segment
• determine which segments of roadways are the most compatible for bicyclists
• identify weak links in the system and prioritize improvements
• evaluate alternative treatments for improvements to bicycle compatibility
• evaluate new roadways to determine if they will be bicycle compatible
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The BCI analysis of 84 roadway segments in The Woodlands resulted in an average BCI of 3.30, which compares to an LOS
of C and a Compatibility Level of Moderately High. There are six roadways segments that were found to be
Extremely High and eleven segments found to be Extremely Low. Primary streets have BCIs ranging from 1.94 to 7.63,
while Secondary streets range from 1.07 to 4.49. The BCI map in Figure 4.17 shows the LOS for the major roadways in The
Woodlands.
Figure 4.17: Bicycle Compatibility Index Map
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